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Who are we ? 

An Alliance of Influencers 

Affecting 

Brands Amplified brings

together around ten

influencers who can be

mobilized throughout the year

to support the marketing and

sales campaigns of its clients

using all the levers of

influencer marketing.

Each of us has strong

communities on Twitter and

LinkedIn on which we can rely to

enable our clients' messages to

go viral.

Social Networks 

Reach 

The sum of these individualities

makes it possible to guarantee a

maximum amplifying effect and

reach and engagement rates that

are difficult to achieve with simple

corporate accounts.

Brands Amplified is an alliance of

recognized professionals, among

the most followed influencers in

Europe.

Alliance 

Expertise 

It is made up of experts in the

fields of FinTech, InsurTech,

Innovation, Digital

Transformation, Retail, etc.

Thanks to the synergy and

experience of our specialists,

Brands Amplified offers influential

digital communication in line with

the current revolution,

disseminated via social networks.

Synergies 
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Key figures 

A collective with visible members and engaged communities 

Entrepreneurial 
activities differ 
substantially 

A rich and quality community 

built for several years by each 

of us 

98.9% of true followers * 

Maximum exposure thanks to 

perfect control of the levers 

necessary for viralization 

22.4 million impressions / month * 

A large community available to 

our customers 

620,000 followers * 

Messages that reach their 

targets and generate 

engagement 

11.5 million monthly reach * 

* Figures from February 2020 / according to influencers activated at least once 
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1 

2 

3 

4 5 

6 

7 

8 

Assembly and animation of 

round tables, participation in 

a round table, intervention in 

the form of a keynote 

Social media assessment 

and recommendations to 

increase your acquisition of 

followers, your reach rate 

and your conversion rates 

Writing of articles in co-

construction (report, 

interview, for a campaign ...) 

that we can then relay on our 

media 

Amplification of the content 

posted by your teams on its 

official accounts through our 

own accounts 

Getting started with the 

company's timeline with 

animation and use of our 

growth hacking techniques to 

increase the impact 

Production of videos to 

animate your 

social accounts with or 

without editorialization 

Realization of livestream for 

a presentation of products 

and services, for an interview 

or for the realization of 

important announcements 

Carrying out interviews with 

key team members (C-level, 

internal KOL, partners ...) 

The support we provide 

Our expertise, know-how and networks of influence to support you 

8 1

2

3

45

6

7
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OFFER 1 

Go viral and grow your presence at a professional event 
(CES, VivaTech, SXSW, Web Summit, BIG, PFF,…) 

B 

B 

TO 

TO 

B 

VS 

VS 

VS 

VS 

1 

Brands Amplified prepares your presence at the event 

upstream, brings in relevant influencers (related to the 

defined theme) to viralize your presence at the trade 

show and produces content during the event. 

Your action is thus optimized over 3 stages, before, 

during and after the event. 

Our value proposition 

▪ Inform of your presence at the show 

▪ Generate traffic to your stand 

▪ Boost your presence and hybridize physical and digital 

▪ Produce content during the event that will be used for 

several months thereafter 

▪ Promote a new product 

Your goals 
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OFFER 2 

Make your event a success thanks to influencers 

B 

B 

TO 

TO 

B 

VS 

VS 

VS 

VS 

2 

Brands Amplified identifies and brings to your event 

relevant influencers (related to the defined theme) to 

provide a unique experience for your customers as well 

as your community. 

We ensure that influencers cover your event upstream, 

live and downstream. 

Our value proposition 

▪ Increase the visibility of your event 

▪ Improve your brand image through Tweets, Live 

Tweet, Facebook Live, videos and articles, etc. 

▪ Generate Earned Media 

▪ Promote a new product 

Your goals 
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OFFER 3 

Involve influencers in your inbound marketing strategy 

B 

B 

TO 

TO 

B 

VS 

VS 

VS 

VS 

3 

Brands Amplified activates its alliance of influencers and 

involves them in the creation of qualitative and authentic 

content: writing articles, highlighting your products on 

Twitter & LinkedIn, Retweets of your brand's social 

networks, etc. 

Our value proposition 

▪ Have products tested by influencers 

▪ Viralize and amplify your social media campaigns 

▪ Take advantage of influencers to promote your media 

▪ Improve your natural referencing 

▪ Promote a new product 

Your goals 
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OFFER 4 

Improve your brand's online reputation 

B 

B 

TO 

TO 

B 

VS 

VS 

VS 

VS 

4 

Brands Amplified activates and involves its alliance of 

influencers to relay and viralize the content you create 

around your brand. 

we can monitor your official social media accounts over a 

given period to increase your activity and your number of 

followers.

Our value proposition 

▪ Improve your brand image 

▪ Increase your conversion rate through visibility on 

social networks. This content, created by influencers, 

inspires confidence in your customers 

▪ Activate crisis communication on social networks 

Your goals 
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OFFER 5 

Include influencers at the heart of your traffic acquisition strategy 

B 

B 

TO 

TO 

B 

VS 

VS 

VS 

VS 

5 

Brands Amplified activates its influencers who relay your 

qualitative and authentic content, on their own networks 

and / or on yours. 

Our value proposition 

▪ Increase the ROI of your media purchases on social 

networks 

▪ Increase the click-through rate and the engagement 

rate of your advertisements thanks to the support of 

our influencers 

▪ Increase the conversion rate thanks to the trust 

placed in the influencer by his audience 

Your goals 
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EDF 

Support for the communications department to produce and amplify content 
during CES 2020 and post event 

Problem & Stakes 
A delegation from EDF was present at CES in Las Vegas to allow its members to 

discover new innovations and major trends on which the company is positioned, in 

particular through its EDF Pulse program on the following themes: the well-being

connected, sustainable territories and work 4.0. 

As such, EDF wanted to highlight three aspects of its presence at this event: 

▪ Promote the point of view of COMEX members on their participation in the event as 

well as on the innovations discovered 

▪ Promote the viralization of the communication of the team of ambassadors present in 

Las Vegas 

▪ Have a report of the event to publish on a specialized media 

Benefits obtained 
We produced 3 video interviews with 3 members of EDF's COMEX: 

▪ Alexandre Perra (Executive Director, Innovation Strategy and CSR) 

▪ Véronique Lacour (Group Senior Executive Vice-President, Transformation and 

Operational Effectiveness) 

▪ Michel Vanhaesbroucke (Director of EDF Pulse Croissance) 

➔ On the interviews: 170 likes / 80 retweets / 7,240 views / 35,587 impressions 

Viralization of ten tweets produced by the official EDF and EDF Pulse accounts. 

Writing of a review article in the form of an interview with Michel Vanhaesbroucke and 

Félix Reynaud, and publication on Le Cercle Les Echos. 

Approach & Commitments 
Before the event, we organized preparation calls with social media managers and the 

director of digital communication and innovation to define the themes on which we were 

going to interview the three members of the Executive Committee, set the meetings in 

advance of phase with the tight schedule on site, and finally the capture conditions. 

The videos were captured using professional equipment (MEVO camera and HF Rode 

microphones) and edited / editorialized at the end of the day for broadcast (with 

coordination on the jet lag.) The interviews were then published on 3 of our Twitter & 

LinkedIn accounts.

The viralization of EDF's tweets took place “off” the social network through a WhatsApp 

group during the 4 days of the event. Our goal in this context was not to be "spotted" by 

the social network and thus guarantee maximum impact and impressions. 

Finally, we produced a report on the CES and the Maddy Keynote with the Director of 

EDF Pulse Croissance and Director of Local Energy Management in order to allow 

maximum capitation of the group's visit to these two events and publish it on a medium 

with high traffic. in connection with the new audiences sought by the group. 

# CES2020 

#Innovation 

#Startup 

Date of mission: 

12/2019 - 02/2020 

Contact Brands Amplified: 

Sebastien Bourguignon 

Support to Electric 

Days at the end of 

2020 
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Cosmo Connected 

Support for the CEO and CMO to produce and amplify content during CES 
2020 and post event 

Problem & Stakes 
Cosmo Connected was present at CES with a booth at EurekaPark - Scale up zone - in 

order to present its products and services for the 4 th consecutive year. 

The company is experiencing strong growth in its activity and has significant traction 

thanks to a latest technological platform generation. 

Many announcements were made during the conference, and as such Cosmo Connected 

wanted to be accompanied to amplify its communication during the event. 

Benefits obtained 
We produced 2 video interviews with 2 members of the board of the company: 

▪ Romain Afflelou (co-founder) 

▪ Armin Batouméni (CTO) 

Viralization of twenty tweets produced by Cosmo Connected and Romain Afflelou 

accounts. 

Approach & Commitments 
We organized preparation calls before the event with the Marketing and Communication 

Director to define the themes on which we were going to interview the two members of 

the board, fix the meetings in advance of phase with the tight schedule on site, and 

finally the conditions of capture. 

These interviews were: 

▪ relayed live on our Twitter & LinkedIn accounts with influencer tagging and official 

Cosmo Connected accounts 

▪ shared to Cosmo Connected for native relay on its own accounts, we then viralized 

the posts made by the Cosmo Connected teams with our accounts 

The viralization of Cosmo Connected's tweets took place “off” the social network 

through a WhatsApp group during the 4 days of the event. Our goal in this context was 

not to be "spotted" by the social network and thus guarantee maximum impact and 

impressions. 

# CES2020 

#Innovation 

#Startup 

Date of mission: 

12/2019 - 01/2020 

Contact Brands Amplified: 

Sebastien Bourguignon 
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Max'Sens Innovations 

Support for the CEO to animate his timeline and amplify content during CES 
2020, and hold his booth during the event 

Problem & Stakes 
Max'Sens Innovations was present at CES via its CEO with a booth at EurekaPark -

startup zone - to present its products and services for the 1st time. 

The still young company did not have the necessary levers to attend with a team on site 

and to make business contacts throughout the event. 

In addition, it was also difficult for him to manage the meetings with its partners, the 

generation of leads on the booth and his communication on social networks. 

Max'Sens innovations wanted personalized support to be able to support its presence on 

site, in terms of communication but also a sales support on its booth. 

Benefits obtained 
We produced 1 video interview with Lazare Ake, CEO of the company. 

Community management of the company’s Twitter timeline and viralization of the content 

produced during the CES. 

Presence on the Max'Sens Innovations booth for commercial reinforcement and 

generation of French and foreign leads (ten in all during the 4 days of the event). 

Approach & Commitments 
We organized preparatory meetings with the CEO ahead of the event to define the 

themes on which we were going to interview him and define the conditions of capture. 

This interview was: 

▪ relayed live on our Twitter & LinkedIn accounts with influencers tagging and official 

EdwinetEdith accounts 

▪ shared with Max'Sens for native relay on its own accounts, we then viralized the 

posts made by the Max'Sens teams with our accounts 

We took full control of the company's Twitter and LinkedIn accounts to produce content 

on the company's presence there, in line with an editorial line defined with the CEO. 

We were present on the startup booth 4 half-days so as to allow the CEO to ensure his 

meetings planned upstream with partners also present at CES, and also to be able to 

generate qualified lead (presentation of the solution, making an appointment or contact 

details for planning an exchange once back in Paris. 

# CES2020 

#Innovation 

#Startup 

Date of mission: 

12/2019 - 01/2020 

Contact Brands Amplified: 

Olivier Laborde 
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STARTUPS PACK 

Implementation of a campaign on Twitter and LinkedIn to publicize the offer of 
young startups in France and at international trade fairs 

Problem & Stakes 

Social networks are at the origin of many “success stories”. They represent an excellent 

communication channel which promotes local exchanges with potential customers. They 

are very useful for reinforcing the notoriety of a startup. Promoting their products or even 

launching a new brand is also becoming easier via networks. 

As part of a "Startup Pack" we offer startups the opportunity to increase their notoriety 

and reach with qualified tech communities. 

To do so, they can rely on a system of tech influencers recognized on Twitter and 

LinkedIn. 

Benefits obtained 
Thanks to campaigns operated over 2 weeks (Interview article in 1 time week, Video 

interview in 2 th week) on 5 different Twitter accounts, the startup benefits from notoriety 

and leads from qualified tech communities. 

The tweets we posted on our respective accounts generated 66,200 impressions of the 

tweets. 

The 2 LinkedIn posts on an influencer account generated 2,500 impressions. 

Approach & Commitments 
We organized preparation calls before the social media campaigns with the PR and 

Social Media manager of the startup to plan and we carried out the interviews, and 

defined the publication schedule, the content of each of the tweets based on videos 

transmitted by the company.

Based on this schedule, the team of influencers in charge of the campaign coordinated 

to publish 1 tweet per day with maximum impact on their respective communities to 

provide notoriety and reach. 

# Startup1to1 0

#Innovation 

#Tech 

Date of mission: 

08/2020 - 12/2020 

Contact Brands Amplified: 

Olivier Laborde 
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ENGIE 

Support for the media coverage of The Good Day event organized at the Parc 
de Saint-Cloud 

Problem & Stakes 
ENGIE is transforming itself and adopting a new positioning in the market by moving from 

a business model based on the sale of energy to its consumers to a business model 

based on the provision of services to help consumers consume less energy. 

In this context, the energy company has decided to hold a flagship event at the Parc de 

Saint-Cloud punctuated by interventions from inspiring leaders including Isabelle Kocher 

(Group CEO). 

The challenge was to communicate on this paradigm shift over several months with 

highlights including The Good Day by calling on influencers. 

Benefits obtained 
Thanks to the campaign operated during 1 full day during which 20 tweets were produced 

and viralized, the results obtained are as follows: 

▪ 66,300 impressions 

▪ 123 retweets 

▪ 233 likes 

▪ 1.6% average engagement rate 

Approach & Commitments 
Before the event, we organized preparation calls with the agency in charge of the 

campaign and the brand's event to define the content of the messages to be conveyed 

and the organization of the system during the day. 

We were present all day to participate in the various keynotes, in the VIP sessions with 

the ENGIE KOLs and with the startups present during the event in order to cover as 

much as possible the content available and shared on Twitter. 

#ActWithENGIE 

#Innovation 

#ZeroCarbon 

Date of mission: 

06/2019 - 06/2019 

Contact Brands Amplified: 

Sebastien Bourguignon 
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DocuSign 

Support for the organization and animation of a round table on 
entrepreneurship for the publication of the results of a study 

Problem & Stakes 
DocuSign carried out a study on entrepreneurship to highlight the benefits of simplified 

contractualization and administrative management for entrepreneurs. The objective of 

this study being to highlight that the use of an electronic signature solution in the 

commercial management with its customers makes it possible to gain in efficiency and 

therefore to be able to concentrate on the realization of its business. 

In this context, DocuSign wanted to set up a round table at Numa with start-ups to 

present the results of this study to the press. 

Benefits obtained 
Press coverage in various media invited during the round table: 

▪ Wall Street Journal Europe 

▪ AGEFI 

▪ Capital 

▪ Place of IT 

▪ Insurance 2.0 

Approach & Commitments 
We were in the process of formulating the invitation email to send to journalists. 

We totally designed the content of the round table based on the results of the study, we 

also identified a list of 10 startupers to let the brand choose 3 of them to be present on 

D-Day. 

The startupers present were: 

▪ Pierre-Antoine Dusoulier - CEO of IBANFirst, which operates in France and 

Belgium and allows companies to make payments and transfers in foreign currencies 

using real-time prices in Banking-as-a-service mode, directly or from a service API 

banking 

▪ Raphael Vullierme - CEO of the company Luko reinvents home insurance to finally 

make it useful, simple and transparent. Like Revolut and N26 on the neobank side, 

they are reinventing the classic insurance model to put it back at the service of 

society. 

▪ Vera Kempf - CEO of the company Singulart which is an online gallery allowing 

artists from 80 countries (and more in the future) to showcase their work and sell 

their works to collectors around the world. 

We were then present all afternoon upstream with the journalists to welcome them and 

downstream for residual questions. 

#NoPaper 

#Entrepreneurship 

#TheStartOfSomething 

Date of mission: 

06/2019 - 06/2019 

Contact Brands Amplified: 

Sebastien Bourguignon 
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Find us

We are involved in many events in France and abroad
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The Consumer Electronic Show in Las Vegas 2020 & 2021, the annual
mass of tech and innovation in the United States

Brands Amplified influencers are highly ranked on this

major event in the world
(source Visibrain)

▪ 3 of our influencers in the top 15 global influencers

▪ 4 of our influencers in the top 12 French influencers
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The Maddy Keynote 2020, the event dedicated to innovation and startups, 
organized by the French online media Maddyness

Brands Amplified influencers are very well ranked on this

back-to-school event in France
(source Make Me Stats)

▪ 4 of our influencers in the top 10 French influencers
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VIVATECH 2019 and 2021 in Paris, the unmissable global meeting for 
startups and decision-makers around innovation

Brands Amplified influencers are highly ranked on this

major event in France
(source Visibrain)

▪ 1 of our influencers in the top 3

▪ 2 of our influencers in the top 10

▪ 3 of our influencers in the top 15
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Ils nous font confiance
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